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The case

Mrs. E, a 72-year-old woman in your practice who has experi-
enced clear and progressive memory decline over the past 3
years, finally agrees to come and see you with her daughter and
husband for an assessment. The patient is English speaking and
has a bachelor’s degree. Her medical history includes hyperten-
sion, a 20-pack–year history of smoking and a previous tran-
sient ischemic attack. Her family says that she is unable to cur-
rently handle her own banking and has become lost when
driving. Mrs. E is increasingly anxious when left alone. Her hus-
band is concerned that she might be depressed, but he adds
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Background: Dementia can now be accurately diagnosed
through clinical evaluation, cognitive screening, basic labo-
ratory evaluation and structural imaging. A large number of
ancillary techniques are also available to aid in diagnosis,
but their role in the armamentarium of family physicians re-
mains controversial. In this article, we provide physicians
with practical guidance on the diagnosis of dementia based
on recommendations from the Third Canadian Consensus
Conference on the Diagnosis and Treatment of Dementia,
held in March 2006.

Methods: We developed evidence-based guidelines using
systematic literature searches, with specific criteria for study
selection and quality assessment, and a clear and transparent
decision-making process. We selected studies published
from January 1996 to December 2005 that pertained to key di-
agnostic issues in dementia. We graded the strength of evi-
dence using the criteria of the Canadian Task Force on Pre-
ventive Health Care.

Results: Of the 1591 articles we identified on all aspects of
dementia diagnosis, 1095 met our inclusion criteria; 620
were deemed to be of good or fair quality. From a synthesis
of the evidence in these studies, we made 32 recommenda-
tions related to the diagnosis of dementia. There are clinical
criteria for diagnosing most forms of dementia. A standard
diagnostic evaluation can be performd by family physicians
over multiple visits. It involves a clinical history (from patient
and caregiver), a physical examination and brief cognitive
testing. A list of core laboratory tests is recommended. Struc-
tural imaging with computed tomography or magnetic reso-
nance imaging is recommended in selected cases to rule out
treatable causes of dementia or to rule in cerebrovascular
disease. There is insufficient evidence to recommend routine
functional imaging, measurement of biomarkers or neuro-
psychologic testing.

Interpretation: The diagnosis of dementia remains clinically
integrative based on history, physical examination and brief
cognitive testing. A number of core laboratory tests are also
recommended. Structural neuroimaging is advised in se-
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lected cases. Other diagnostic approaches, including func-
tional neuroimaging, neuropsychological testing and meas-
urement of biomarkers, have shown promise but are not yet
recommended for routine use by family physicians.
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that his mother-in-law developed dementia at age 80. Findings
on physical examination are negative aside from Mrs. E’s de-
creased cognitive abilities, which include disorientation to date
and day of the week. She scores 24 out of 30 on the Mini-Mental
State Examination, losing points for temporal orientation,
short-term recall of test items and naming of test objects.
Mrs. E’s daughter asks you if her mother has Alzheimer disease. 

What further diagnostic work-up should you perform to
establish the diagnosis?

This hypothetical case highlights a range of issues that
commonly emerge in the diagnosis of a mild demen-
tia. Cognitive impairment and dementia are present in

about 20% of the elderly population and are consistently
rated among the top 3 concerns of elderly people.1 Accurately
diagnosing dementia remains a challenge for family physi-
cians and specialists. There are 5 reasons why family physi-
cians in Canada should develop expertise in dementia diagno-
sis. First, increasing numbers of elderly patients will be

presenting with memory complaints to their family physi-
cians.1 Second, current planning for geriatric and neurologic
services in Canada works under the assumption that the bur-
den of dementia diagnosis will largely fall on the shoulders of
family physicians. Third, there continue to be a small subset
of treatable disorders presenting as memory loss that must
not be missed. Fourth, planning by families of elderly pa-
tients is most effective when dementia is diagnosed early in
the illness. Fifth, symptomatic therapy that exists for Alz-
heimer disease is underused, alternative approaches are nec-
essary for other conditions such as vascular dementia and
frontotemporal dementia, and the list of therapies specific for
different dementia diagnoses is likely to grow in the future.
Accurate diagnosis is the prerequisite for optimal therapy.

There has been a wealth of research into the role and util-
ity of different diagnostic methods over the past decade. The
work has led to the development of better cognitive screening
tools and more specific (and often expensive) means of diag-
nosing Alzheimer disease. Although numerous novel ap-
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Box 1: Recommendations for the diagnosis of dementia* (part 1 of 2) 

Brief cognitive tests 

• A range of brief cognitive tests, including the Montréal Cognitive Assessment,2 the DemTect,3 the 7-Minute Screen,4 the General 
Practitioner Assessment of Cognition5 and the Behavioural Neurology Assessment Short Form,6 may be more accurate than the 
Mini-Mental State Examination in discriminating between dementia and the normal state. There is insufficient evidence to 
recommend one test over the others [grade B recommendation, level 2 evidence; new recommendation]. 

• Brief cognitive tests have not been developed to differentiate between dementia subtypes and should not be used for this purpose 
[grade D recommendation, level 2 evidence; new recommendation]. 

Clinical diagnosis 

• The diagnosis of dementia remains clinical. There is good evidence to retain the diagnostic criteria currently in use7 [grade A 
recommendation, level 2 evidence; new recommendation]. 

• The sensitivity of clinical diagnosis for possible or probable Alzheimer disease based on the NINCDS–ADRDA criteria† remains high. 
The specificity is lower. The continued use of the NINCDS–ADRDA criteria is recommended [grade A recommendation, level 1 
evidence; new recommendation]. 

• “Mild” Alzheimer disease can be diagnosed with a high degree of specificity, when the presenting clinical picture is one of 
memory impairment [grade B recommendation, level 1 evidence; new recommendation]. 

Laboratory investigations 

• For all patients who have a clinical presentation consistent with Alzheimer disease with typical cognitive symptoms or 
presentation, only a basic set of laboratory tests should be ordered to rule out causes of chronic metabolic encephalopathy 
producing chronic confusion and memory loss [grade B recommendation, level 3 evidence; recommendation unchanged]. 
– Complete blood count (to rule out anemia) 
– Thyroid stimulating hormone (to rule out hypothyroidism) 
– Serum electrolytes (to rule out hyponatremia) 
– Serum calcium (to rule out hypercalcemia) 
– Serum fasting glucose (to rule out hyperglycemia) 

• The serum vitamin B12 level should be determined in all older adults suspected of having dementia or cognitive decline [grade B 
recommendation, level 2 evidence; new recommendation]. 

• Older adults found to have a low vitamin B12 level should be given vitamin B12 (either orally or parenterally) because of potential 
improvement of cognitive function and the deleterious effects of low vitamin B12 levels on multiple organ systems, besides the 
effects on cognition [grade B recommendation, level 2 evidence; new recommendation].  

• Determination of serum folic acid or red blood cell folate levels in older adults in Canada is optional and may be reserved for 
patients with celiac disease, inadequate diet or other condition that prevents them from ingesting grain products [grade E 
recommendation, level 2 evidence; new recommendation]. 

• There is currently insufficient evidence to support the need for the determination of serum homocysteine levels in older adults 
with suspected dementia or cognitive decline [grade C recommendation, level 3 evidence; new recommendation].  

• There is currently insufficient evidence that treatment of elevated serum homocysteine levels affects cognition [grade C 
recommendation, level 3 evidence; new recommendation].  

continued 
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proaches have reached the mainstream media and received
wide publicity, much confusion exists over which methods
are sufficiently valid, reliable, available and inexpensive
enough to warrant wide use by family physicians.

In this article, we provide physicians with practical guid-
ance on the diagnosis of dementia based on evidence-based
recommendations from the Third Canadian Consensus Con-
ference on the Diagnosis and Treatment of Dementia (Box 1).
A description of the process used to generate the recommen-
dations is provided in the first article of this series1 and in an
online appendix accompanying this article (available at www
.cmaj.ca/cgi/content/full/178/7/825/DC2). Published back-
ground papers provide details of the evidence-based reviews
on which the recommendations are based.8–13

Approach to diagnosis

The diagnostic process in dementia has 3 major conceptual
components: the clinical diagnosis, a logical search for the

cause, and the identification of treatable comorbid conditions
and other contributing factors, such as the degree of cerebro-
vascular disease. The diagnostic process should involve 6
main steps: taking the patient’s history, interviewing a care-
giver or family member, physical examination, brief cognitive
tests, basic laboratory tests, and structural imaging for pa-
tients meeting certain criteria. The conclusion involves meet-
ing with the patient and his or her family to discuss the
results and diagnosis, and their implications. Practically
speaking, the diagnosis is rarely “urgent,” and these steps are
best carried out during repeated visits with the family practi-
tioner over the course of weeks. Families should be alerted
that this is an important process that warrants their time and
effort. Most provinces have billing codes to allow adequate
reimbursement of such assessments when spread over an ex-
tended period. In the following sections, we will outline these
steps in more detail and address a number of other ancillary
diagnostic methods, specifically functional imaging, neuro-
psychological testing, and measurement of blood and cere-
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Box 1: Recommendations for the diagnosis of dementia* (part 2 of 2) 

• Genetic testing, including screening for the apolipoprotein E gene, is not recommended for the purpose of diagnosing 
Alzheimer disease because the positive and negative predictive values are low [grade E recommendation, level 2 evidence; 
new recommendation]. 

Neuroimaging with computed tomography and magnetic resonance imaging 

• Cranial computed tomography scanning is recommended if one or more of the following criteria are present [grade B 
recommendation, level 3 evidence; recommendation unchanged]: 
– Age < 60 years 
– Rapid (e.g., over 1–2 months) unexplained decline in cognition or function 
– Short duration of dementia (< 2 years) 
– Recent and significant head trauma 
– Unexplained neurologic symptoms (e.g., new onset of severe headache or seizures) 
– History of cancer (especially types that metastasize to the brain) 
– Use of anticoagulants or history of bleeding disorder 
– History of urinary incontinence and gait disorder early in the course of dementia (as may be found in normal pressure 

hydrocephalus) 
– Any new localizing sign (e.g., hemiparesis or a Babinski reflex) 
– Unusual or atypical cognitive symptoms or presentation (e.g., progressive aphasia) 
– Gait disturbance 

• There is fair evidence to support the use of structural neuroimaging with computed tomography or magnetic resonance imaging 
to rule in concomitant cerebrovascular disease that can affect patient management [grade B recommendation, level 2 evidence; 
new recommendation]. 

Neuropsychological testing 

• The diagnosis and differential diagnosis of dementia is currently a clinically integrative one. Neuropsychological testing alone 
cannot be used for this purpose and should be used selectively in clinical settings [grade B recommendation, level 2 evidence; 
new recommendation]. 

• Neuropsychological testing may aid in: 
– addressing the distinction between normal aging, mild cognitive impairment or cognitive impairment without dementia, and 

early dementia [grade B recommendation, level 2 evidence; new recommendation]; 
– addressing the risk of progression from mild cognitive impairment or cognitive impairment without dementia to dementia or 

Alzheimer disease [grade B recommendation, level 2 evidence; new recommendation]; and 
– determining the differential diagnosis of dementia and other syndromes of cognitive impairment [grade B recommendation, 

level 2 evidence; new recommendation]. 

*Based on recommendations from the Third Canadian Consensus Conference on Diagnosis and Treatment of Dementia, held in March 2006. 
†The criteria of the National Institute of Neurological and Communicative Disorders and Stroke (NINCDS) and the Alzheimer’s Disease and Related Disorders 
Association (ADRDA) are provided in Box 4. 
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brospinal fluid biomarkers. These last 3 diagnostic methods
are usually restricted to specialist practice, but it is not un-
common for families to request information from their fam-
ily physicians about the latest test for Alzheimer disease.

Clinical evaluation
Despite the remarkable progress that has been made in the ba-
sic neurosciences elaborating the molecular genetics, patho-
physiology and neurochemistry of the degenerative dementias,
the diagnosis of dementia is one that is still made clinically in
the office, with a history from the patient, collateral history
from an informant, and a physical examination. This must
be supplemented by a cognitive assessment. The sensitivity
for each of these components in detecting dementia varies
strongly with the degree of dementia, moderate dementia be-
ing far less challenging to detect than very mild dementia.

Patient history
The history taking should focus on the cadence of the illness
(gradual and insidious in Alzheimer disease, stepwise in vas-
cular dementia) and the relation to any vascular events such
as stroke. Causes of dementia such as alcohol abuse and renal
failure should be assessed. Vascular risk factors, including
hypertension, diabetes mellitus, smoking history, family his-
tory of stroke and lipid status, should be ascertained. Risk
factors such as family history of dementia or repetitive head
trauma, and protective factors such as high education level,
should also be ascertained.

Family interview
A separate history taken from a caregiver or family member
with the patient absent is obligatory. It is necessary to ascer-
tain whether the memory complaint represents a consistent
change from the previous level of function. Frontotemporal
dementia is characterized by early personality changes that
the patient will almost invariably fail to note or report. Re-
ports of “embarrassing behaviour” or even functional impair-
ment will often not be mentioned by family members if the
patient is present. Functional impairment should be directly
assessed and significant impairment documented. This in-
volves questioning the caregiver or family member about the
patient’s independent performance of activities of daily living,
such as feeding and toileting. In early dementia, the func-
tional impairment is more likely to emerge in “higher” func-
tions, such as the ability to carry out complicated financial af-
fairs such as banking, the ability to use public transport or to
drive, normal attention to hobbies, and the ability to learn to
use new machines or appliances.14 This interview is also an
opportunity to gauge family support systems and the social
setting, which may prove crucial in the future management of
the patient. A separate visit may often be arranged for such a
family interview.

Physical examination
During the physical examination, the physician should pay
particular attention to the potential signs of stroke, including
hyperreflexia, extensor plantar responses, frontal gait apraxia
and pseudobulbar palsy. The presence of small-vessel is-

chemic cerebrovascular disease with concurrent senile neu-
ritic plaques and neurofibrillary tangles increases the risk of
dementia by an estimated 20 times.15

Brief cognitive tests
All patients evaluated for dementia should have their cogni-
tive function evaluated. Brief cognitive tests serve to deter-
mine the presence and overall severity of memory and cogni-
tive deficits and can be recommended for both primary care
and specialty practice (Table 1). They have grown to be part
of the lexicon of communication across health disciplines
caring for individuals with dementia. All such tests are a
trade-off between the practical need for brevity and the im-
portance of reliably documenting impairment across a set of
cognitive domains, as is required for a clinical diagnosis of
dementia. In essence, all brief cognitive tests have a lower
sensitivity and specificity than does a full neuropsychological
evaluation, but they are far faster and more accessible than
specialized testing.

The Mini-Mental State Examination (MMSE)19 remains the
most widely used instrument, with high sensitivity and speci-
ficity for separating moderate dementia from normal cogni-
tion. It requires little training, is administered in about 10
minutes and has vast medical acceptance. A rough rule of
thumb is that patients with mild dementia usually have a
score of 18–26 out of 30, those with moderate dementia a
score of 10–18, and those with severe dementia a score of less
than 10. Some clinical trials of Alzheimer disease have ac-
cepted only patients with a score of less than 24.16 At scores
above this level, the Mini-Mental State Examination lacks sen-
sitivity for the diagnosis of mild dementia, and other assess-
ments are needed. The Mini-Mental State Examination fo-
cuses on memory, attention, construction and orientation
domains. The Modified Mini-Mental State Examination is a
more expanded version that also includes assessment of de-
layed recall20 and has been widely used in clinical and re-
search settings in Canada.

The clock-drawing test evaluates general executive func-
tioning of the frontal lobe, as well as visuospatial abilities
(Figure 1).22 It requires 5–10 minutes to administer and has
achieved widespread clinical use. Like the Mini-Mental State
Examination, however, the clock-drawing test may lack sensi-
tivity for the diagnosis of early or mild dementia.18

A number of newer tests have been developed to provide
improved sensitivity. Of these, it is worth mentioning the
Montréal Cognitive Assessment,2 DemTect,3 the 7-Minute
Screen,4 the General Practitioner Assessment of Cognition5

and the Behavioural Neurology Assessment short form.6 All
of these tests have been shown to be more accurate than the
Mini-Mental State Examination in discriminating between de-
mentia and normal cognition, particularly in cases of very
mild dementia.2–6 The General Practitioner Assessment of
Cognition5 requires 5–10 minutes to administer and was eval-
uated in family practice offices in Australia. The other tests
require about 10 or more minutes to administer, were evalu-
ated in specialty clinics or population studies and are used to
evaluate multiple cognitive domains. This coverage probably
makes them more accurate in detecting dementia in hetero-
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geneous populations, but this remains to be proven. Al-
though consideration of the details of these tests is beyond
the scope of our review, interested readers may refer to the
background paper by Jacova and colleagues3 on neuropsycho-
logical testing and brief cognitive testing (see the Editor’s
Note at the end of the article for information on how to ob-
tain a copy). We lack clear knowledge of the advantages of
one brief cognitive test over the others. At this point, the best
advice is for physicians to gain experience and familiarity
with one test and to use it routinely for diagnosing dementia.

Does the patient meet criteria for dementia?
At this point in the evaluation, the physician has accumu-
lated sufficient information to decide whether the patient
meets clinical criteria for dementia (Box 2). There is good ev-
idence that clinical diagnostic criteria for dementia can be
readily applied at the bedside. Well-validated criteria such as
the Diagnostic and Statistical Manual of Mental Disorders,
third edition, revised (DSM-III-R),23 and fourth edition, text
revision (DSM-IV-TR),7 form the most widely used diagnos-

tic framework in Canada. Objective testing of memory and
cognitive function is fundamental to the application of these
diagnostic criteria.

The challenges in diagnosing dementia should not be un-
derstated. It can be difficult in some individuals with mild de-
mentia to reliably demonstrate objective cognitive impair-
ment as well as functional impairment. Some individuals
without dementia can score low in the Mini-Mental State Ex-
amination, and only a score below 20 provides specific evi-
dence for dementia.24 Conversely, dementia is possible even
with a Mini-Mental State Examination score greater than 26.25

Furthermore, the score may vary by several points from one
evaluation to the next. Language barriers, advanced age and
low education can also confound the results and provide
false-positive scores. A briefer test, such as the clock-drawing
test, has the same challenges. No one brief cognitive test has
been found to be superior over the others. No brief cognitive
test has been developed to differentiate between subtypes of
dementia, and none can be recommended for this purpose.26

Often the best recommendation is to repeat the testing on
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Table 1: Brief cognitive screening tests to assist in the diagnosis of dementia 

Test 
Cognitive domains 

evaluated 

Time to 
administer, 

min 
Score 
range Validation samples 

Accuracy  
estimates Comments 

Mini-Mental 
State 
Examination 
(MMSE) 

Memory (immediate recall), 
orientation, attention, 
language, visuo-construction, 
praxis 

10–15 0–30 Community and clinic 
samples: dementia 
patients v. normal 
controls 

Sensitivity 44%–100%16 

Specificity 46%–100%16 

Widely used in research and 
clinic settings but lacks 
sensitivity to detect mild 
cognitive impairment levels 

Modified Mini-
Mental State 
Examination 

Memory (immediate and 
delayed recall), orientation, 
attention, language,  
visuo-construction, praxis 

20–25 0–100 Large community 
sample: Alzheimer 
patients v. normal 
controls 

Area under the 
curve 0.9317 

Widely used in research and 
clinic settings but lacks 
sensitivity to detect mild 
cognitive impairment levels 

Clock-drawing 
test 

Executive functioning,  
visuo-construction 

5–10 0–4 to 
0–20* 

Research clinic sample: 
dementia patients 
v. patients without 
dementia 

Sensitivity 20%–60%18 

Specificity 60%–93%18 

Widely used in research and 
clinic settings but lacks 
sensitivity to detect mild 
cognitive impairment levels 

Montréal 
Cognitive 
Assessment 

Memory (immediate and 
delayed recall), orientation, 
attention, executive 
functioning, language, 
visuo-construction 

15–25 0–30 Clinic samples: 
Alzheimer patients 
v. normal controls 

Sensitivity 100%2 

Specificity 87%2 

More sensitive than MMSE in 
detecting Alzheimer disease 
and mild cognitive 
impairment 

DemTect Memory (immediate and 
delayed recall), attention, 
executive functioning, 
language 

10–20 0–18 Clinic samples: 

1. Alzheimer patients 
v. normal controls 

2. Alzheimer patients 
v. patients with mild 
cognitive impairment 

1. Sensitivity 100%; 
specificity 92%3 

2. Sensitivity 85%; 
specificity 81%3 

More sensitive than MMSE in 
detecting Alzheimer disease 
and mild cognitive impairment; 
discriminates between 
Alzheimer disease and mild 
cognitive impairment 

7-Minute 
Screen 

Memory (immediate and 
delayed recall), 
orientation, language, 
visuo-construction 

10–15 —† Clinic and community 
samples: Alzheimer 
patients v. normal 
controls 

Sensitivity 92%4 

Specificity 96%4 

More sensitive than MMSE in 
detecting mild Alzheimer 
disease; validated in primary 
care setting 

General 
Practitioner 
Assessment of 
Cognition 

Memory (immediate and 
delayed recall), 
orientation,  
visuo-construction, 
activities of daily living 

5–10 0–15 Family physician office 
sample: dementia 
patients v. patients 
without dementia 

Sensitivity 82%–85%5 

Specificity 83%–86%5  

More sensitive and specific 
than MMSE; developed and 
validated for use by family 
physicians; requires informant 

Behavioural 
Neurology 
Assessment 
Short Form 

Memory (immediate and 
delayed recall), orientation, 
attention, executive 
functioning, language,  
visuo-construction 

20–30 0–114 Clinic sample: 
dementia patients 
v. normal controls 

Sensitivity 93%6 

Specificity 93%6 

More sensitive than MMSE in 
detecting dementia 

*Multiple scoring methods are available that generate different score ranges. 
†Subtest scores are entered into an algorithm to yield likelihood of dementia. 
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several occasions over several months, to provide more con-
vincing evidence of cognitive impairment. The documenta-
tion of functional impairment can also be challenging. If the
patient had limited premorbid activities, it can be difficult to
document convincing functional decline for several years.

Differential diagnosis
Having established the presence of a dementia, the specific
cause should be determined. This determination relies on
clinical evaluation, along with laboratory investigations and
structural imaging (discussed in more detail in the next 2 sec-
tions). In considering diagnosis of a degenerative dementia,
it is important to exclude delirium, a condition that is a tran-
sient, usually reversible, acute confusional state. Its clinical
hallmarks are impaired attention and fluctuations in levels of
consciousness. Delirium is a medical emergency with an
increased risk for morbidity and death, and as such it is par-
ticularly significant in the differential diagnostic considera-
tions.27–29 It calls for immediate investigation and manage-
ment of treatable medical conditions. Individuals with
dementia are at risk for delirium; however, the initial diagno-

sis of dementia should not be made while the patient is in a
delirious state. The most common risk factors and precipitat-
ing factors for delirium are listed in Box 3.30

Depression and its contributing role in creating a “pseu-
dodementia” has received considerable emphasis in the
past.31 It is now appreciated that some degree of depressive
symptoms, anxiety and apathy are quite common in the pro-
drome and course of Alzheimer disease.32,33 Asking the pa-
tient, or a family member or caregiver, about vegetative symp-
toms, including disorders of sleep, appetite and weight, can
further address this diagnostic possibility of depression and
the need for its treatment. Important symptoms to review in-
clude the presence of feelings of guilt, loss of enjoyment of
pleasurable activities, current outlook and suicidal ideation.

The spectrum of dementias seen in patients referred to de-
mentia clinics in Canada is provided in Table 2.34 The signifi-
cant majority of dementia referrals in this setting are clinically
diagnosed as Alzheimer disease, either alone or in associa-
tion with other comorbid conditions such as cerebrovascular
disease, Parkinson disease or Lewy bodies. The aging brain is
recognized to frequently play host to multiple pathologies. In
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Figure 1: Clock drawings and test scores for patients without dementia and those with Alzheimer disease or suspected frontotemporal
dementia. Patients are instructed to draw a clock face with all the numbers in it, and to show the time as 10 minutes past 11. The list of cri-
teria used to determine a patient’s score appears only in the print version of this article and is reproduced there from Freedman et al.21
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particular, it has been increasingly appreciated that senile
neuritic plaques and neurofibrillary tangles often exist with
concurrent cerebrovascular lesions.35

In terms of clinical criteria for Alzheimer disease, the diag-
nostic criteria of the National Institute of Neurological and
Communicative Disorders and Stroke and the Alzheimer’s
Disease and Related Disorders Association (NINCDS–ADRDA
criteria) (Box 4) have been the most widely adapted for clinical
use and have been neuropathologically validated.36,37

A brief description of the key characteristics of non-
Alzheimer dementias is provided in Box 5.

Laboratory investigations
The primary role of laboratory investigations and structural
neuroimaging with computed tomography or magnetic reso-
nance imaging is to rule out the rare presence of a treatable
disorder presenting as memory loss, such as renal failure,
brain tumour, normal pressure hydrocephalus and subdural
hemorrhages. Recent studies have found such “treatable de-
mentias” to account for less than 1% of dementia cases.38 The
previous consensus conference on the assessment and treat-
ment of dementia reviewed the best evidence to guide labora-
tory investigations.39 It recommended basic investigations for
all patients, including complete blood count, thyroid stimu-
lating hormone, and serum calcium, electrolytes and fasting
glucose. Other laboratory tests were to be applied selectively
based on an individual’s presenting medical history, and cog-
nitive and physical examination findings. Selective testing of
serum vitamin B12 and folate levels, rapid plasma reagin for
syphilis screening, and HIV antibodies were recommended.

The current recommendations for core laboratory investi-
gations have not changed except for the measurement of
serum B12 levels, which is now recommended for all older
adults who have suspected dementia or cognitive impairment
(Box 1). There is insufficient evidence to recommend testing
of red blood cell folate or serum folic acid levels. Since the in-
troduction of folic acid fortification of grain products in
Canada in 1998, folate deficiencies are rare, and testing of red
blood cell folate levels is recommended only if the patient has
a history of inadequate diet, celiac disease or other conditions

preventing the ingestion of grain products. The measurement
of homocysteine levels has been a recent focus of attention,
with epidemiologic studies suggesting that elevated levels
may be a risk factor for Alzheimer disease and vascular de-
mentia. There is insufficient evidence to recommend the
measurement of homocysteine levels or the treatment of ele-
vated levels. Genetic testing, including screening for the
apolipoprotein E gene, is not recommended.

Neuroimaging with computed tomography 
and magnetic resonance imaging
The availability of neuroimaging with computed tomography
or magnetic resonance imaging permits a detailed assessment
of the structural patterns of brain atrophy, with particular at-
tention to the medial temporal lobe, where the early atrophy in
Alzheimer disease can be seen (Figure 2). In addition, neu-
roimaging allows exclusion of neurosurgical lesions, includ-
ing tumours, subdural hematomas and hydrocephalus. The
previous recommended indications for computed tomography
scanning have not changed41 (Box 1). The selective use of com-
puted tomography as part of the work-up for dementia is still
recommended. 

There is fair evidence to add the indication of using computed
tomography or magnetic resonance imaging to rule in concomi-
tant cerebrovascular disease. It was not possible on the basis of
the available evidence to separate the indications for computed
tomography from those for magnetic resonance imaging.
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Box 2: Diagnostic criteria for dementia 

The presence of an acquired impairment in memory, 
associated with impairment in one or more cognitive 
domains, including: 

• Executive function (e.g., abstract thinking, reasoning, 
judgment) 

• Language (expressive or receptive) 

• Praxis (learned motor sequences) 

• Gnosis (ability to recognize objects, faces or other sensory 
information) 

Impairments in cognition must be severe enough to interfere 
with work, usual social activities or relationships with 
others. 

Source: Diagnostic and Statistical Manual of Mental Disorders, 4th edition, 
text revision.7 

Box 3: Common risk factors and precipitating factors 

for delirium 

Risk factors 

• Age ≥ 65 yr 

• Male sex 

• Impaired cognition (dementia, cognitive impairment, 
history of delirium, depression) 

• Impaired functional status (functional dependence, 
immobility, low level of activity, history of falls) 

• Sensory impairment (visual or hearing) 

• Poor nutritional status (dehydration, malnutrition) 

• Drugs (polypharmacy, psychoactives, anticholinergics, 
alcohol abuse) 

• Presence of medical comorbidity (severe illness, multiple 
coexisting conditions, chronic renal or hepatic disease, 
history of stroke, neurologic disease, metabolic disorders, 
fracture or trauma, terminal illness, HIV infection) 

Precipitating factors 

• Drugs (sedative hypnotics, narcotics, anticholinergics, 
polypharmacy, alcohol or drug withdrawal) 

• Primary neurologic disease (stroke, intracranial 
hemorrhage, meningitis or encephalitis) 

• Intercurrent illness  

• Surgery (orthopedic, cardiac, other) 

• Environment (admission to intensive care unit, use of 
physical restraints, bladder catheter, pain, emotional 
stress, prolonged sleep deprivation) 

Adapted from Inouye.30 
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Additional procedures for diagnosis

Functional neuroimaging
In addition to imaging techniques that look at brain structure
(computed tomography and magnetic resonance imaging),
there are techniques that look at the function of brain tissue
and can visualize brain activity in vivo. There has been signifi-
cant recent progress in these techniques. Modalities of func-
tional neuroimaging include positron emission tomography
with fluoro-D-2-deoxyglucose, single photon emission com-
puted tomography, functional magnetic resonance imaging
and magnetic resonance spectroscopy. They vary from being
widely available (single photon emission computed tomogra-
phy) to being available only in research settings (magnetic
resonance spectroscopy). None of these technologies is rec-
ommended for current routine diagnostic evaluation of de-
mentia. Nevertheless, there is fair evidence that positron
emission tomography or single photon emission computed
tomography can assist specialists in diagnosing cases of
questionable early dementia or in discriminating between
frontotemporal dementia and Alzheimer disease.

Neuropsychological testing
Beyond the administration of brief cognitive tests, it is possi-
ble in many settings to refer patients for neuropsychological
testing. However, such referrals should be made selectively in
clinical settings42 (Box 1). Neuropsychological testing rou-
tinely requires 2–4 hours of the patient’s time, costs between
$600 and $1500 and is often not covered by provincial govern-
ment insurance plans. Within hospitals, there can be long
waiting times for a neuropsychological evaluation, which can
also limit its utility in routine dementia diagnosis. The diag-
nosis and differential diagnosis of dementia remain a clini-
cally integrative process, with neuropsychological testing
providing supportive evidence only. Nevertheless, neuropsy-
chological testing provides detailed, standardized assessment
across a wide range of cognitive domains, and with expert in-
terpretation it has shown utility in distinguishing early or
mild dementia from mild cognitive impairment or cognitive
impairment without dementia and from normal cognitive
function.43–45 Neuropsychological testing has greater sensitiv-

ity than brief cognitive tests in documenting clear cognitive
abnormalities across a range of cognitive domains. (The top-
ics of mild cognitive impairment and cognitive impairment
without dementia will be covered extensively in the next arti-
cle in the series.)

There is evidence that neuropsychological testing can con-
tribute to determining the likelihood of future dementia in at-
risk groups.46 Neuropsychological testing has demonstrated
utility in distinguishing between dementia subtypes, for in-
stance, in suggesting that there might be frontotemporal de-
mentia rather than Alzheimer disease.47–49 In this sense, the
impairment that is detected through neuropsychological test-
ing has considerable specificity, far greater than brief cogni-
tive testing.

Measurement of biological markers
A biological marker of a disease can be defined as a meas-
urable change in the physical constitution of a host that in-
dicates the presence of that disease. The successful devel-
opment of a specific biomarker for Alzheimer disease that
could distinguish Alzheimer disease from normal aging
and other forms of dementia would represent a major ad-
vance. Although there has been definite progress along this
path, there is no ideal biomarker currently available. There
are rare genetic factors that are invariably causative of early-
onset familial Alzheimer disease.50 They do not play a role
in the vast majority of cases of Alzheimer disease, which
are sporadic. The leading biochemical biomarkers that
have advanced most in research include cerebrospinal fluid
levels of β-amyloid1–42,51 total tau,52 and phospho-tau (p-
tau) proteins.53–55 Decreased levels of β-amyloid1–42 and in-
creased levels of p-tau are currently the most accurate and
reproducible chemical biomarkers for early-onset Alz-
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Box 4: Diagnostic criteria for Alzheimer disease of the 

National Institute of Neurological and Communicative 

Disorders and Stroke and the Alzheimer’s Disease and 

Related Disorders Association (NINCDS–ADRDA criteria) 

• Dementia established by means of clinical diagnosis and 
cognitive testing 

• Progressive worsening of memory and other cognitive 
functions 

• No disturbance of consciousness 

• Absence of systemic disorders or other brain diseases that 
could account for the progressive cognitive decline 

• Supportive features include: 

– Altered behavioural patterns 

– Family history of similar disorders, particularly if 
confirmed neuropathologically 

• Features that make a diagnosis of Alzheimer disease 
uncertain or unlikely include: 

– Sudden onset 

– Focal neurologic findings, including hemiparesis, 
sensory loss, visual field deficits, incoordination 

– Early presence of a gait disorder or seizure 

Adapted, with permission, from McKhann et al.36 

Table 2: Types of dementia seen in patients referred to 
dementia clinics in Canada 

Type of dementia % of patients 

Alzheimer disease 47.2 

Mixed Alzheimer disease 27.5 

Mixed others 6.3 

Vascular dementia 8.7 

Frontotemporal dementia 5.4 

Dementia associated with Parkinson 
disease or with Lewy bodies 2.5 

Unclassifiable 1.8 

Other 0.7 

Source: Feldman et al.34 
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heimer disease.51,53–55 However, they require lumbar punc-
ture, and laboratories for testing these biomarkers are not
readily available in Canada. Currently, these cerebrospinal
fluid biomarkers may have utility for specialists who seek
to distinguish between frontal variants of Alzheimer dis-
ease and frontotemporal dementia. When indicated, testing
for biomarkers should be performed at a commercial or ac-
ademic facility with a track record of generating repro-
ducible, high-quality data.

Knowledge gaps

In this article we have alluded to several relevant current
gaps in our knowledge. We have stressed the centrality of
“clinical assessment,” but we must acknowledge that our
clinical definitions have a historical basis rather than an
empirical one. For instance, the importance of demonstrat-
ing “impaired day-to-day function” in dementia is largely a
function of the tendency of psychiatric diagnoses to stress
presence or lack of functional impairment. We lack proof
that the definition of dementia noted above is superior to
alternative ones, or that our definition of cognitive domains
is optimal. We do not know exactly how accurate brief cog-
nitive tests are in comparison with one another, or even
which method of scoring tests, such as the clock-drawing
test, is preferable. For instance, is it better to administer a
shorter test (the clock-drawing test) at biannual visits
rather than a longer test (the Mini-Mental State Examina-
tion) at an initial visit? The ultimate impact of applying dif-
ferent approaches to brief cognitive testing is unknown. It
is also unknown exactly how many cases of reversible de-
mentia would be missed in a family practice if structural
neuroimaging was not used — the only data have been gen-
erated retrospectively in a tertiary care memory clinic.56 Re-
garding the ancillary tests (neuropsychological testing,
functional imaging and measurement of biomarkers), we
lack informed large-scale studies with a cost–benefit analy-
sis sufficient to justify their general application. For func-
tional imaging, there is variability across centres, which
require requisite expertise for this technology to have diag-
nostic utility.57,58 Standardization of techniques is necessary
for them to have diagnostic utility.

Perhaps more important than any of these knowledge
gaps are the large gaps between what we know about diag-
nosis and what is practised in many family physicians’
offices. Less than 25% of cases of Alzheimer disease in
Canada are diagnosed and treated,59,60 which implies a lack
of application of known diagnostic approaches. The major
hurdles to diagnosing dementia in family practice are
(a) the complexity of the diagnostic process, (b) physi-
cians’ lack of familiarity with cognitive screening, (c) the
pressures of time (the diagnostic process requires multiple
visits to complete) and (d) the lack of general conviction
that an accurate diagnosis of dementia warrants the requi-
site effort. Physician education is needed to help address
these hurdles, and we hope that this article will help to en-
courage family physicians to undertake the diagnostic
process more routinely.

The case revisited

Mrs. E presents with a memory complaint corroborated by
her family, along with clear historical evidence of a progres-
sive cognitive decline with collateral information from her
husband that her impairment has reached the point of inter-
fering with her social functioning and activities of daily living.
Her physician conducts the Mini-Mental State Examination as
the objective brief cognitive test, and her score confirms the
presence of memory impairment, as evidenced by her im-
paired learning of test objects and by her temporal disorienta-
tion. There is also mild impairment of language (naming). In
her daily life, there is evidence of impaired executive function-
ing (inability to handle banking) and topographic disorienta-
tion (getting lost while driving). On this basis, Mrs. E meets
the clinical definition of dementia.

The next step is to determine the cause of Mrs. E’s demen-
tia. Her physician works through a logical list of exclusions.
There is no evidence of delirium. The depressive symptoms
and anxiety require more exploration to determine their signifi-
cance and their relationship to the cognitive impairment. How-
ever, from the available information, a confounding major de-
pression or primary anxiety disorder is unlikely to be present.
The physician reviews Mrs. E’s medications, paying particular
attention to the use of any psychoactive medications, including
sedative hypnotics, antipsychotics and antidepressants as well
as drugs with potential anticholinergic properties. None of
these confounding disorders are identified.
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Box 5: Key characteristics of non-Alzheimer disease 

dementias 

Frontotemporal dementia 

• Younger age of onset than Alzheimer disease 

• Hallmark features typically include either: 

– Prominent behavioural changes (e.g., social conduct 
dysregulation, disinhibition, perseveration and 
emotional blunting) OR 

– Prominent language impairment (e.g., progressive 
nonfluent aphasia or semantic problems, with 
breakdown of word meaning and knowledge) 

Dementia associated with Lewy bodies  

or with Parkinson disease 

• Clinical features of these 2 conditions overlap 
considerably  

• Dementia associated with Parkinson disease begins with 
idiopathic Parkinson disease for ≥ 1 year before the onset 
of dementia, whereas dementia associated with Lewy 
bodies begins with a cognitive and behavioural disorder 
that can have concurrent parkinsonian features 

• Neuropsychiatric features include visual hallucinations 
and fluctuations in disease course 

Vascular dementia 

• Typically evolves in stepwise fashion but can also progress 
insidiously 

• Hallmark cognitive feature of a dysexecutive syndrome 

• Focal neurologic findings frequently found early in the 
disease course 
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In the continued search for the cause of her dementia, the
physician notes the patient’s history of a transient ischemic
attack and considers a potential contributing cerebrovascular
component to the dementia. A review of vascular risk factors
and examination for signs of stroke would be appropriate.
However, although the presence of a transient ischemic at-
tack does bring up cerebrovascular considerations, the overall
natural history is not one of stroke-like episodes with step-
wise decline, or of a stroke followed within short order by a
progressive dementia, as might be the case in a vascular de-
mentia.61,62 On physical examination, Mrs. E’s physician finds
no focal neurologic signs. From a differential diagnosis
standpoint, he finds no parkinsonian features, fluctuations in
cognition and alertness, or visual hallucinations to suggest
the core features of dementia associated with Parkinson’s dis-
ease or dementia associated with Lewy bodies.63 Mrs. E has
no myoclonus, and her course is not rapidly progressive as
would typically be the case with Creutzfeld–Jakob disease.64

The lack of an early and prominent behavioural change with
impairment in social conduct, progressive aphasia or motor
neuron features puts aside consideration of frontotemporal
dementia. The core and supportive features of Alzheimer dis-
ease are therefore met, and Mrs. E meets the clinical diagnos-
tic criteria for Alzheimer disease.

Mrs. E’s Mini-Mental State Examination score revealed im-
pairment that was at the cut-off point for dementia. Her
physician considers administering one of the newer brief
cognitive tests, such as the Montréal Cognitive Assessment,
the DemTect, the Behavioural Neurology Assessment, the
General Practitioner Assessment of Cognition or the 7-
Minute Screen (Table 1). These tests would likely demonstrate
a greater degree of impairment, reinforcing the degree and
significance of the cognitive impairment and its commensu-
rate relationship with dementia. However, he decides not to
because there is already considerable evidence of sufficient

cognitive impairment (on temporal orientation, short-term
recall and naming) and functional impairment (on history) to
establish a diagnosis of dementia.

Mrs. E’s physician orders a basic laboratory work-up, in-
cluding a complete blood count and serum levels of calcium,
thyroid stimulating hormone, fasting serum glucose and vita-
min B12. Beyond the investigations required for dementia di-
agnosis, her physician reviews her history of transient is-
chemic attack to ensure that measures for secondary stroke
prevention are in place.

Because of Mrs. E’s history of transient ischemic attack and
lack of prior neuroimaging, her physician will request that she
undergo computed tomography or magnetic resonance imag-
ing to rule in cerebrovascular disease. This approach is partic-
ularly focused on the patient with cerebrovascular risk factors,
clinical stroke or transient ischemic attack episodes. The
scans will allow her physician to assess the extent, location
and contribution of underlying cerebrovascular disease to her
Alzheimer dementia and may guide the intensity of treatment
of her vascular risk factors. There is no indication for func-
tional neuroimaging or neuropsychological testing given the
strength of the clinical diagnosis. There are no signs of fron-
totemporal dementia or atypical features to support the use of
lumbar puncture for the measurement of β-amyloid1–42 pro-
tein, total tau protein and p-tau protein levels.

In summary, Mrs. E was judged on clinical grounds to
meet the diagnostic criteria for dementia. Her presentation is
most consistent with Alzheimer disease, given the gradual
onset of a progressive cognitive decline without any high-
lighting strokes, stepwise decline or clinical features to sug-
gest an alternative diagnosis. The use of neuropsychological
testing would clarify the cause of the dementia; however, in
this instance it is not required. The physician schedules a fur-
ther visit with the family after all the results are back so that
he can describe the diagnostic results, give the diagnosis of
Alzheimer disease, discuss the prognosis and initiate therapy.
These management issues will be addressed in a further arti-
cle in this series.

Conclusion

The diagnosis of dementia remains clinically integrative
based on history, physical examination and cognitive assess-
ment. Brief cognitive testing is indicated for each patient pre-
senting for assessment of dementia. Recommended investi-
gations also include a number of core laboratory tests.
Structural neuroimaging with computed tomography or mag-
netic resonance imaging is advised on a selective basis
according to clinical features and the natural history of the
presentation.

There are a growing set of promising diagnostic ap-
proaches that families of patients will have encountered in
the media but that are not yet recommended for routine use
by family physicians. Although functional neuroimaging with
positron emission tomography or single photon emission
computed tomography is evolving rapidly, application of
these technologies to the clinical investigation of dementia is
still limited. Similarly, although the measurement of bio-
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Figure 2: T1-weighted coronal magnetic resonance imaging
scan showing extensive hippocampal atrophy (arrows). These
landmarks are based on a visual rating scale of medial tempo-
ral lobe atrophy developed by Scheltens and colleagues.40
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markers is not yet ready for widespread use in clinical set-
tings, it is showing promise in the research setting and may
change our approach to dementia evaluation in the near fu-
ture. Neuropsychological testing is powerful but expensive
and not readily available to family physicians in Canada. It is
not essential in the routine evaluation of dementia patients.
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